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as unexpected as the New York Knicks’ miraculous March revival was Marcus Thornton’s
incredible first-half play. On Sunday night against the New Orleans Pelicans, the 25-year-old
forward went for 28 points and 14 rebounds, making nine of 13 shots from the field.
Thornton’s blend of aggressive scoring, solid passing and defensive intensity has made him
quite a fan favorite — he averages 14.3 points and 6.1 rebounds per game — but the original
highlight reel that prompted him to get selected in the first round of the 2010 NBA draft was
his work as a slashing defender. Thornton talked to SI.com about how he’s matured while
defending up a spot as the team’s fourth-most productive rebounder and what it’s like to face
constant upshots from Kobe Bryant. Isaiah Thomas: This is our last full game of the season —
what are your goals for the playoffs? Marcus Thornton: It’s always important, but our only
focus right now is winning this last game. We know that
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